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Abstract

a bounded,
polygonal,
planedomain(cf. [9][15][17][13]),

we are interested in the question of whether or not it is
We introduceand analyze stablediscretespaceswith quasi- possibleto define stable discrete spaces.
optimalapproximationproperties(with respectto increasIn õ2 we developsomebasic constructions,and we then
ing polynomialdegree).This will pertain to somegeneral introduce stablediscretespaceswith quasi-optimal approxclassesof problems: scalar and systemsof elliptic as well imationproperties(with respectto increasingpolynomial

as semi-elliptic(Stokes')problems.

degree). This is done for scalar elliptic problemsin õ3
and, in õ4,it is donefor semi-elliptic(Stokes')systemsof
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Basic

notation

and

definitions

Let f• be a bounded, simply connecteddomain with either

Introduction

High-order mixed methodsfor solvingsomeclassesof diffusion. elasticity and fluid-flow problems lead to some interesting questionson stability and approximability. It
is. for some of these problems, possible to achieve high
accuracy by using a finite element technique with highorder piecewise-polynomialson a subdivision of the domain. These methodsgenerallygo under namessuchas p
or h - p versionsof the finite element method or Galerkin
spectral element methods.

smoothor piecewise
curvilinearboundaryF (with finitely
manysegments).
Let Sobolev spaces and the norms specifying their

topologies,
(Hk(f•), II' II•) and (HS(F),I' Is), be defined
as in [1]or [10]. We identifyHø(9) with L2(9) andthe
L2-innerproductis denoted(.,-). (We will, whenconvenient and hopefully without confusion, at times use the

latter to alsodenotean orderedpair.) Let

(1) H(div,
f•)d__ef
([Co•(f•)]2)closure
under
[l'l[I-/(div),

This notewill concentrateon the theory(and practice) where we take the closurewith respect to the norm defined
of divergencestability.

by

In view of the lack of stability (inf-supconstantgoing
to zeroas the polynomialdegreetendsto infinity,cf. [18])

ii•llHCdiv)
2 def
----Ilxl10
+ IIV,xll0

for some "natural" choicesof discrete spaces- and its effects such as the extent to which the approximation of the

Then we select(but not yet explicitely)two subspaces:

velocity/pressure
'locks'- aspertainingto Stokes'(cf. [18]
[14][15][16][19][4])aswellasscalarellipticproblems
on

(2)
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X(•2) c_H(div, f•), and

(3)
(whichaxeagainto be Hilbert spaces).When it is clear
from the contextwe will useX and Y to denoteX(f•) and
Y(•).
We may then define the divergenceoperator, div, on X:

(4)

div:X3v•V.v•Y;

div•B(X,Y),
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throughthe classicaldefinition(VLx+ V2,y)and density Definition 2.3 The variationalproblem(6) is saidto be
of C*c(Q) in L2(Q). We associate
a bilinearformto the semi-simply set if, in addition, a is bounded and coercive
divergenceoperator:
(overX) and b is bounded(over(X,Y)), i.e. E c,C > 0
such that

Definition

2.1

The bilinear

form

la(u,v)l <_ 011ullxllvllx

(T)

b. X x V • (v, q) • b(v,q) • 2•

+a½,v) _> cllvll} vv•x,

and

Ib(v,q)l <_ CllvllxllqllvVve X,q e Y.

is given by

where either the + or the - is used uniformly over X.

b(v,'q)
=- faI7.vqdx.

[]

If the problem is semi-simply set, we may concentrate on
the secondinf-sup condition of Brezzi's in order to establish well-posednessand stability. Towards that end, we
Similar to (4), we have- for completeness
- the operators alsomerely considerthe casewhen the family of subspaces
{(X•v, Y•v)}•vconformto the continuous
problemin a cercurl and grad, classicallydefined as
tain

17x 0 = (-0y, 0x)= (170)
ñ with170= (0x,0y),

sense:

Definition

extendableto 13(H•,H(div)) and 13(H•,[L212),respec-

2.4 The sequence of pairs of subspaces

{(X.¾,Y•v)}•vis calledHodge-conforming
in (X, Y) if

1. X;½ C_X and Y;½C_Y, as well as
tively.
Using Galerkin mixed methods we will seek weak solu2. 17. X•v C_Y•v.
tions of elliptic or semi-elliptic problemsin two sequences
of closedsubspacesX•v C_X and Y•v C_Y. The index N
may be used as an indication of the dimensionof the sub- Let us definethe affinemanifolds(depending
on f2):
spaceswhich is most often a functionof somediscretization

parameters(suchasmeshsize,h, or degreeof polynomials,
k, p, or r).
\Ve assume that

the variational

formulation

of the el-

liptic or semi-elliptic problem involvesa separatebilinear
form a.

MN de___f
{W• XN : b(w,q)
= f2(q),VqEY•¾},
(8) M0 d•=f{wEX•v'b(w,q)=0,VqEY•v},
and
•5[ de•___f
{1/;• X'b(w,q)= f2(q),VqGY}.
Then, we may reformulate part of our variational prob-

Definition

2.2 Let there, in addition, be given a bilinear

lem (6) as:

form

Find UN • 2V/N s.t.

a: x x x • (u, v) • a(u, •) •

(9)

Then, we define the class of variational problems under
considerationto be of the following saddle-point-type:
Find u•¾ • Xm

(6)

and

a(u•¾,v)+b(v,
vrN) -b(uzv,q) =

is useful in certain

situations.

Lemrna 2.1 (•t la Brenner &: Scott) Supposethe variationalproblem(6) is semi-simplyset and the sequence
of

vrN • YN s.t.

pairs
(X, Y).of Then
subspa•es
thefollowing
{(X•, •) error
}•½estimate
is nodge-•onormin
holds
in

fl(v) VvGXN,
f2(q) Vq•

wheref• • X* andf2 Gy. (thedualspaces
of X andY,
respectively)are given.

which

a(u,¾,
v) = f•(v) Vv

[]

The fact that the problem(6) iswell-posed
remainsto be
verified in the particular casesand will rely on the general

IIu-uz½llx<CJ
infIIu-vllx+
infII•r-qll¾}.
--

Proof

[ v•MN

q•YN

One merely, but carefully, checksthat the argu-

mentsfromLemma8.1.1in [5]carryoverto get

cllu-uxllr

frameworkin [21and [6]. (Notethat we havenot excluded
the possibilityof setting(XN, YN) ----(X,Y).) Here we
merelyconsiderthe casewhen the problem(6) is semi- and then onereplacesa(u, w) and a(um,w) using(6) and
simply set:
(9) aswell as employsthat w • M0 to get the claim. []

Divp, Gradp,Curlp,And All That
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In situations
wheref2 is particularly
simple(0!, 1, or ap- As we knowfrom [22],this is equivalentto the existence
proximateda priori), we get the followinglemma.

Lemma 2.2 (h la Scott & Vogelius) Supposethat the
variational problem (6) is semi-simplyset, 3fN • YN

so that f2 : Y • q •-• f•(q) - (fN,q) • lit, and that
the sequence
of pairsof subspaces
{(XN, YN)}N is Hodgeconformingin (X, Y). Then, Ms C M and thefollowing
error estimate holds

(13) vib. Y3q•v•X,

V.v=q;

VibN:YN3q•--•V•XN,

div(vibNq) = q Vq • YN,

with a uniformbound Ilvib,ll(/,x)
dependentof N.

vib•B(Y,X);

_• c for c in-

(We used, implicitly, the fact that

{(X,v, YN)}s is Hodge-conforming
in (X,Y) to seethat
vibN E B(YN,XN).) We are thereforeinterestedin deriving normestimatesfor vibs•= (V.)-x[K, in the topology
of B(Y, X).

(10) IluuNl}x
C{ inflluvllx}
.
v•Mx

Proof

of a sequenceof uniformly good vib'es, i.e., right-inverses
to the divergenceoperators:

by Ceg's lemma.

In order to obtain quasi-optimal error estimates, it would
be very convenientif we could establish:

We will try to create analogues of the well-known
Helmholtz decompositionin the plane.

Theorem 2.1 (Helmholtz)

infiluvllxC N

(11)

}o

Everyfunctionv of [L2(•)]2 hasthefollowingorthogonal
decomposition:

v = Vq + V x &,
As iswell-known
from [22],thisis in the Hodge-conforming(14)
case closelyrelated to the concept of divergence-stability whereq 6 H1/R is the onlysolutionof
(in turn, intimately connectedto the secondinf-supcondition), whichwe generalizeslightlyfor our benefit.
(15)
(•7q,•7/•)= (v,•7/•) V/• • H 1,

Definition 2.5 A family of closedsubspaces
{WN}N C_

2X is calleddivergence-stable
with respectto (X, Y) if

and½• Ho• is theonlysolutionof

1. the spacesV. WN are closedin Y, and

(16) (Vx½,Vxx)--(v-Vq,

2. 3c > 0, independent of N, such that

A proofof the resultin thisformis givenin [10]Thm. 3.2.
Given X, let (I) be a vectorspaceof stream-or (Airy)

sup

(i2)

b(w,q)

stressfunctions(read:pre-curls),i.e. V' x (I) C_X, and ß be
a vectorspaceof potentialfunctions(read:pre-gradients),

> cllqllY,Vq v. WN;

cf. [22].

[]

Lemma 2.3 Suppose(6) is semi-simply
set and {XN}N
•s divergence-stable
with respectto (X, Y). Then (6) is
well-posed
on (X•, V. X•v) and(u•r,•r•v)is uniformlystable in (X,Y).
holds

i.e. V'• C_X. Let there be given a sequenceof pairs of
parental spaces(I)N C_(I) and •N C- •.

Definition 2.6 The pair of spaces(•, •), the sequenceof

pairsof subspaces
{((I)N,q•N)}N, alongwith the sequence
of subspaces
{XN}N is called Helmholtz-conforming
in
In addition, the following error estimate (X,Y) if

Ilu-vllx+??
II-qll}
Proof

Vxx)

k la Brezzi

1. X=Vq•+Vx(I),and
2. (I)N C- (I) and •N C--•, as well as

or Babu•ka.

3. X•C-Vx(I)s+

Proposition 2.1 (h la Scott &: Vogelius) Let the assumptionsof Lemma 2.2 befulfilled. Then the spacesMN

andXN satisfythe estimate(11) for arbitraryu • M, with
a constantC that is independentof u and N if, and only

zf, {XN•N is divergence-stable
with respect
to (X,Y).
Proof as in [22].

Next, considerfunctionspacesthat are (possiblypiece-

wise)polynomials,
(sectionally
definedon subsets
fli C_fl
that are triangles, parallelograms, or at times such with

[]

onecurvedside(coincidingwith a part of F)).
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Definition

2.7

Let

with respectto (X, Y), the continuousproblemis well-

•pp _ span{x/ym.O_<l,mandl+m_<p} and
QP - span{x
ty"• '0_<l,m_<p}
be polynomial spacesof total and separatedegree at most
p, respectively.
[]

Definition

95

2.8 We call fl an algebraicallysimpledomain

J
whereJ < ocandeachFj isa segment
of
if F = LJj=iFj,
an algebraic curve in the sensethat 3p0 such that

1. •f• {(x,y) • 1•2.p0(x,y)= 0} = F,
2. p0 is merely a product of at most J polynomials, each
irreducible over R, so that, defining
der

n__• = the separatedeg(p0),and
der
•
= the totaldeg(p0),
eachdeg(p0)is minimal.

posed.
We now construct a new mixed method projection AN
with someof the same properties as the Raviart-Thomas

projectionbut with better error estimates(with respect
to p). Note that u = VU and •r = U throughoutour
discussionof Poisson'sequation.
3.1

One

element

Galerkin

mixed

method

We will take - as a precursor to the next subsectionthe instance of one element: let fl be a triangle, a parallelogram, or - generally - let the domain be algebraically
simpleand convex. Also, to further simplify, let g = 0 and
rx

Let •N C_poQp+•-na= Qp+•• Ho•(fl)anddefinethe
discrete spacesYx = A•N

and Xx - V•N.

Clearly

A

•v

"

, Y•v

(As an example,
let po(x,y)- (1- x2)(1- y2) for fl S = (-1, 1)2 with ns = 2 and•s = 4.)
[]

y

Definition 2.9 Let PN denotetheL2-projection
ontoY•¾:
P.v ' Y 9 q •-• Pwq• Y.¾,(PsTq,
s) = (q,s) Vs • Y•¾.

commutes.

Lemma 3.1 { (XN, YN)} N

3

Poisson's equation

Proof

Let U satisfy the following Poissonproblem
-AU
U

(17)

=
=

f
g

in fl
on F0 and

o._U_.u
= h on Fx
On
F = F0 UF1, F0 f•F1 = O.

We assume that we may

is

Hodge-conformingin

by construction.

[]

Lemma 3.2 {XN}N is divergence-stable
with respectto
(X, •).
Proof

A simple consequence of the bijection prop-

erty of A and the elliptic (merely energy) estimate

IlV(a)-qllx < Cllqll.

[]

use linearity (or superposition)to subtractoff a special Thus the discreteproblem is well-posed. As div u = AU •
function so that we may take vanishing Neumann-data:

Y by assumption,we may define V to be the unique solu-

h=0.

tion

Let X = {v E H(div): v.n = 0onF•} andY = L2.
SupposeU E Y and let u = VU E X so that div u = Au

to:

(19)

Y. As b wasdefinedbefore,we definea and
a(u,

(18)

=

-(u, v) Vu,v

X,

AV

-

PNAU in fl

V

=

0onF.

Then define

fX(v) = frog(V'n)ds VvX, and

(20)

f2(q) =

We collecta few simplepropertiesof the projectionAN:

(f,q) VqY.

ANU

Then, a variationalformulationof (17) is givenby the
system(6). This is semi-simplyset providedf • Y, g •

Lemma 3.3 Let AN : X -* XN be as defined in equa-

HX/2(F0),whichis henceforth
assumed.As (X,Y) is

erty:

Hodge-conformingin (X, Y) and X is divergence-stable

tion (20). ThenAN satisfiesthe crucialcommutative
propdiv ANu = P•vdivu,

Vu • H(div),

Divp, Gradp,Curlp,And All That
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stabilityin Hi:

sothat lie - ½N[12-< Cp-•llvl[•, for r <_2amin,the latter
IIAxull• <_Cllulll,

being at least four.

For s = 1, duality and the projection property yields:

as well as the quasi-optimal error estimates, in casef• is
a triangle or a parallelogram:

IIv-PNvII-x

=

Ilu- ANulI•< Cp-•+•-Xlldivull•, for s - 0,1.
--

Here,if we wish,we may estimatelidivull• < llull•+x.We
notethe quasi-optimal
L 2 estimatewhichimprovesupon
the estimatefor the Raviart-Thomas
projectionin [20].
Proof

<

The commutative property is seen by inspection.

sothat stabilityin H x is a consequence
of:
IlVVII1 _<cIIPlv•XUllo_<Cll•UII0 _<Cllullx,
For the error estimates, recall also that u - VU and observe that

sup

11•11X
inf

(v-P•v,w-w•)

sup

inf

5 Cp-•[lv- PNvllo
[]

Remark 3.1 We sketch a proof of the preceding lemma
allowing for r arbitrarily large: redefine qZN by first embedding• C C C S in a circle C and further in a square

- usingthe Stein extension
[23] - on whichwe let qLv be
definedover S, but solve the Poisson problemfor • on C

and thenrestrictfunctionsto f•, seealso[9]. One would
use approximation resultsfor S, but regularity resultsfor
C.

vvIll 5 IlV- vIl• 5 C[Idivu- P:vdiv•l[o,

and usethe L 2 estimatein the next lemma.Similarly,
[Ivg- vrllo 5 IIU- vIl• 5 oliniv •-

PNdiv

and with another application of Lemma 3.4, the claim has
been proved.
[]
Lemma 3.4 The following quasi-optimal estimates hold:

IIv- P,vvll-• <_Cp-•-•llvll•, for s = 0, 1

We notethat the collection{(•N, kI/N)}N, {(•, •It)}, and
{XN}N{(•,q0} is Helmholtz-conforming
in (X,Y)with
thechoices
(I)• = 0, (I)= Ho•, and• = H•/R.
Remark 3.2 We can sketch a proof of the preceding
lemma for f• algebraicallysimple and convex: redefine
by first embeddingf• in a square S on which we perform
the precedingconstructions and then restrict functions to

12,seealso[9].
Proposition 3.1 For this mixed methodthe following error estimates

for r •_ 2OZmi
n whereO•mi
n is 7r dividedby the largestinterior angle of any corner of •.
Proof

•H•

oncemoreemploying
the L2 approximation
result.

IlVVll• • IlVll•+x 5 Cll/XVll•-x for s- o, 1,

IIV•-

(v - e•v, w)

w•H• wN•YN

Recall from (20) that ANu = VV. By elliptic estimates,
we have the shift inequalities:

sup

Let s = 0, and note that, with A•

= v and

Ilu- uNllx _< Cp-•lldivull•, and
IIU- UNIIV 5 Cp-•(lldiv ull• 4- IIUIl•).
Moreover•

AOx = v,¾for some• • ß and •N e •IIN, IIv- PNvllo-II/X(• - •s)11o < ½11•- •NII-•. This may be bounded
from aboveby ½P-•11•)11•+2
-< ½p-•llvll•, providedeach Proof
of these norms are finite, using approximation results es-

hold:

IIU- UNIIY 5 Cp-•llUll•.
The first two inequalitiesfollow from the Lemmas

in this subsectioncoupled with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. The

of the analysisin [8]; we
tablishedin [3] on either a standardtriangleor a square. last inequalityis a consequence
(H1)-(H3) and (Ha)
Given v • H • we may write the solution • as a finite sum: note, in particular,that hypotheses
•) ----Ei Ci•)i4- OR, with IICRI[•+24- • Ic,I < ½llvll•and hold. In addition,(H7) holdswith Es = P,¾. Theorem3
andthe estimates
on page275in [8]thenyieldthe claimed
0i PaX(P) •
,

=

Y•-j=o
[logplj c)j(0),inlocal
polarcoordinates
error

(p,0) near a cornerof f•; X and ½j are smoothwith X

vanishingoutsidea neighborhoodof the corner. If the interior angleof the corneris w, then a is a multipleof 7r/w.

estimate.

[]

A curvedsideof one elementcoincidingwith F is proposed

to be takencareof asdescribed
in [9].

Now,alsobyapproximation
results
in [3],•½N,½N• •N:
If coupled with an appropriate method of quadrature,
I1½i-½sll-•<-CP-'• andlien- ½NII2_<Cp-•llCnll•+2, this could be used as a spectral method.
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Multiple

elements

Proof

Lemmas

95

3.1 and 3.2 hold as before for the new

(XN, YN). Lemmas3.3 and 3.4 hold- moduloan issueon

Let F•be a convex,polygonaldomain(possiblywith curviregularity which is addressednext - as before. The problinearsegments
of the boundaryF). Geometricallydecomlem (23) retainsthe regularitypropertiesusedin Lemmas
M
pose• = LJi=•i into trianglesor parallelograms
in sucha
way that a pair of distinct •i intersect only in three pos-

3.3 and3.4 dueto Thm. 2.4.3in [12](for H 2 regularity)
aswellas[11](forhigherregularity
thanH2). Finally,one

sibleways: (1) O, (2) a commonside,or (3) a common again usesLemma 2.3.
vertex.Let R = (-1,1) 2 andT- {(x,y): Ixl < 1, -1 <

[]

y < x} denotea referencesquareandtriangle,respectively. Increasingdegreefinite elementsof higher degreeof contiin [29],[28],[27],[21],and [24]
Let Fi be an afiine,orientationpreserving(i.e. the Jaco- nuityhavebeenconsidered
- among others.
bian det(DFi) > 0) mappingwhichmaps
is a parallelogramand onto T if •i is a triangle.
Then we define the space of piecewisepolynomials

Sp : {U• L2(•) ß for1 • i < M,

(21) u[•,o(Fi)
-1• { PP(T)
if
•P(R)

Stokes' equations

Linearized, incompressible,and viscous flows are often
modelledby the followingStokesproblem in the velocity

(•)- pressure
(P) formulation
withunitkinematic
viscosity:

and we choose

(22)

4

•N = SP+In H2(a) n H•(a),
Xx=V•x,

•v=V-Xx=A•.

In the secondto last identity, we understand div as defined

on H(div). Thus•,• g C•(•) andX,• • [Cø(•)]2, see

-A•+VP

(24)

V.t•

= ff

in •,

=

in

0

F•

alongwith someappropriateboundaryconditions(no-slip
or stress-free,
e.g.) on F.

Let X = [H•]2 andY = L0
2 = {q • L2 : (q,1) - 0}

[7J.The functionsin Y• are allowedto be discontinuous. for no-slip boundary conditions. Let rigid body mo-

tionsbe denoted7g = {v • [H•]2 : eij(v) = 0} where

Remark 3.3 We are obviousl•overshooting
with C • el- eij(v) = (vi,j + vj,i)/2. Then we may reflectstress-free
ements- yieldingCø onesfor Xx - whenit wouldhave boundary
conditions
byselecting•.•
= 7g
ñ (theorthogonal

su•ced to have continuit• of the normal componentsof
functions in XN acrossinter-element boundaries,i.e.

continuousacrossO•i • O•j. We knowthat it is possible
to definea space•v achievingthis (algebraicconditions.
t)
with quasi-optimalapproximationproperties- a•er all, the

complement
of 7gin [H•]2) andY = L2. Asb wasdefined
before,wedefinea and fi:
v) =

presentC • elementswouldbeembedded.
Definition 3.1 The mixedprojectionis (extendedto be)
definedas in (20)'

ANNde•

(W, Vv)

W, v

f•(v) = (F,v) Vv •X,
f2(q) = 0 Vq•Y.

(25)

X,

and

Then, a variationalformulationof (24) is givenby the system (6). This is semi-simplyset providedF • X* which
is henceforthassumed.As (X, Y) is Hodge-conforming
in
(X, Y) and X is divergence-stable
with respectto (X, Y),

wherewemaydefineV to betheuniquesolution
in H• (•)

the continuousproblem is well-posed. The similar state•

to:

meritfor (X,Y) alsoholds,cf. õ3-4in [22]and [26]-[25],
providedthe compatibilitycondition(F, r) = 0, Vr • 7• is

~

satisfied.
Notethatu = t• and•r= P throughout
ourdisas div u = &U • Y by assumption.Note that V
Instead of going through the lemm• from the previous
section one by one, we state the main result.
Proposition 3.2 This mi•ed methodis well-posedand the
following error estimateshold:

II-11x
IIU- Uxll

Op-lldiv11,
Op-(lldiv

+ IIUII).

cussionof Stokes'problem. Let us, finally, define a special

classof problems(pressures):
(26)
4.1

I?(fl)
def(p• Y ' 3½• Ho•(F•)
' p=
One

element

Galerkin

mixed

method

Let fl be a triangle, a parallelogram,or - modulo approximation properties of underlying polynomial spaces- let
the domain be algebraicallysimple and convex.

Divp, Gradp,Curlp,And All That
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First the case of no-slip b.c. Let (I)N -- •N

= BP =

po
2 Qp+l-2_n•wherepoand_n•aredefinedasin section2.

Thus we can create p-stable Stokeselementswhich possess
quasi-optimal approximation properties; furthermore the
exact solution

We now set

(27)

is solenoidal

slip boundaryconditions. The cost of this was the (old
remedyof an) enlargementof the velocitysubspace.Note

YN = A(B p) = •7. XN.

to put in the argumentof curl (.) in Definition2.6. One

and

that we have some additional

(28)

and - of course - satisfies no-

XN : •7 X B p (• •7BP,

freedom in the choice of what

mayalsouseß= po27
•p+l-2-nnwith optimalapproximation

Now
o

properties, e.g.

A

We note that the collection{ (•N, IItN)} N, (((I>,lit)},
and {XN}N is Helmholtz-conforming
in (X, Y) with the
choices
•s = qLvas selected,
• = Ho•, and q•= H•/R.

V'•
/V" •ijectiø7

For stress-freeb.c. we may reduce the exponent of po in
the definition of •s and q•N leading to:

XN

XN

Corollary4.1 Let •)N = Po QP+•--•n• Lo
2 and•:v =

P0 Qp+l-n-a. Then, this mixedmethodis well-posed
and
commute. Essentially,•7 x (I)N is used for velocity approximation and Aq•x for pressureapproximation. Now, as in
the previous discussions,the isomorphismA: q•
> ¾x
can be used to get

(29)

Ilvibll(Y;X)

the following error estimateshold:

Ilu-uvllx
_< Cp-rllullr+x, and
liP- P2vllY _< Cp-([lull+x q-IIPlIO.

Proof Pleasenotethat .•x = V x •>N+ V•'N C

c

asdivv= O,ct•rlv is constant
in f• for all v ß 7•, and
0=•=0onPforall0ß•)s
andallyß

unifornfiy.Note the new definitionsof X and ¾ (as comparedto the situationin Section3) whichmighthavemade
this task muchharder,cf. [18]as comparedto [9], how-

The analysispresentedhere could easily be extended to the
casethat homogeneousDirichlet data is given on a part of

ever now turns out not to be. Lemmas

the boundary,not includinga corner,and natural (stress)

3.1 and 3.2 hold as

boundary conditionson the rest.

beforefor the new (XN, •v):

Lemma 4.1 {(X:v,YN)}N
is
Hodge-conformingRemark 4.1 We conjecturethat, for no-slip b.c., it is still
to avoidthespecial
classP(f•). Let•N C Hol(•'•)
zn(X, Y). Furthermore,
{X:v}•v is divergence-stable
with possible
and
•N
C_
H
•
/•(•)
and
require
Oq/On- 0 for allq ß •N.
respectto (X, •).
Proof

Then v . n = 0 alreadyfor any v ß XN and we can enforce
v . • = 0 by requiringc)• = -•
on F. We exhibit the said
constructionfor • a square, extending the analysis above

by construction.

Lemma 3.4 for the new YN also hold but merely for P ß

IP(f/)aswearedealingwithp0
2 to handleno-slipb.c.
Proposition 4.1 This mixed methodis well-posedand the
following error estimateshold:

Proof Given a • ß 62N (that may approximatethe exact potentialof the pressureoptimally),our task is to construct a • ß (I)N SOthat there is compatibility:

Cp-rllullr+l, and

(30)

CP-r(IlulI++IIPII),

Towards this end allow us some notation: let œibe the ith

On

OronOf].

Legendre polynomial and

providedP ß •P(•).
Proof

to theclass
•(•) - {p ß Y • Cø(•) ßp(+l, +1) - 0}.

Li(t) =

As the spacesare Hodge-conformingand Ms C

M, we notethat u = V x • for some• ß H02(f•)and
that we may approximate this stream function at optimal

rateswithin Bp usingresultsfrom [24]and [14]. One, in

œi-•, for i > 1
--1

and L0 = œoso that
1

addition to the previously established facts, uses Lemma

Li -- 2i- 1(œi
- i•i-2),fori > 2,

2.3.

Lx

[]

=

œ0+œ•, andL0

= œ0.
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Then, let us beginwith the generaldescriptionof •b: this

and the expressionfor •b• is

function may be representedas

p

p

p--1

--•Y----- Z •ijLi(--•)•J-l(•J)
-----Z •O'j-i'l•j(•)
i,j=0

i,3--=0

j=0

andweequateliketermsto obtainthe followingfinal equa-

subjectto the requirementsthat:

tions.

/f•• ---• •ij gi
i.j=o

Lj • 0

Onx=-l:Vj>_

1

(since
ff• Li • 0 fori p 2)aswellas
--

On

P

i=2

k=j+l

p

[(p-•)/•]

= 0 on O•,

P

[p/2]

4j+I Z(-1)iøzi'2j+x
= Z 20,2•,
! Z(--].)'Oii,2j
= •k=j •0.2k+l,

which can be verified to be satisfied iff, Vi, j,
P

1

P

4j 1 i=2

P

with a summationover an empty set convenedto be zero
i=l,i

odd

i=1,i even

j=l,i

odd

j=l,i

even

and no singleindexof c•or/f largerthan p allowed.One

Theseconstraints
alreadyimplythat •(•1,
•1) = 0. To
sucha • we wish to find a • 6 •N so that • = -•
on

makes
useofthefactthat•-•j/•o,j= 0 to ensure
thatthe

lhe boundaryof •: • can generallybe expressed•:

are not over-determined. Similarly,

twolowest-order
sumsabove(resulting
fromtakingj = 1)

p

On x = +1 'Vj _>1
i,j=0

p

1

[p/2]

4j+1• O•i'2j+l
----- Z •0,2k
-]-21.2k,

subjectto the requirementthat:
a = 0 on 0•,

1

i=2

k=j+l

p

[(p-I)/2]

=-

which can be verified to be satisfied iff
i=2

+

k=j

•0 = 0 if oneor bothofi andj e {0,1}.
Topreventthetwolowest-order
sumsabove(resultingfrom
takingj = 1) frombeingover-determined,
wenowalsouse

Hencea general• takes the form:
p

that•-•j,3Lj= 0. Also,
i,j=2

•e

Ony=-l:Vi_>l

then list the identities that • must satisfy resuking

p

1

fromrequiring(30) on eachof the fourboundarysegments:

[p/2]

4i+1Z(-1)Jøz2i+•'J
= Z ,22•,0,

Firsl, on x = -1,

e• = -•

1

j=2

k=•-•--1

p

[(p--1)/2]

4i- I j=2
Z(-1)Jøz2i'J
= Z
k=i

p

i.j=2

and, finally,

On y = +1. Vi _>1

j=0

1

2j- 2j+
j=p-1

)

p

[p/2]

4i+1y•OZ2i+l'J
---- Z •2k,O
+/•2k,1,
1

j=2

k=i+l

p

[(p-I)/2]

4i- 1j=2
Za2i,j= - Z
/f2•+x,0
+/f2•+•,x,
k=i
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again using that certain ,8-sumsvanish when one index is
frozen at zero. It is clear that, for p > 5, we may solvethis

4.2

also the pressure(as A•) is forcedto be zero there. We

(31)

Multiple

elements

systemfor a (for p > 5, there is morethan one solution, We refer, first, to the definitionsat the beginningof section
and interestingly,
for p - 4 the systemis over-determined). 3.2. Let f• be a convex,polygonaldomain (perhapswith
curvilinearboundaryF). We choose(for no-slip
Of course,we are still restricting the function valuesat the piecewise
B.C.)
given
$P definedin (21):
corners, in fact V½ = V• -- 0 at the four corners, and
may factor out this proviso with the help of the following
remark.

•N : •ItN: Sp+If')H02(f•), andthen

X:v = V x •:v E• V•:v,

[]

Y:v = V ßX:v = A•.

In the secondto last identity, we understand div as defined
Remark 4.2 Obviously, in the present situation with noslip b.c., the corners of f• are classicallyknown to be sin-

onH(div). Thusthediscrete
velocities
XN _C[Cø(•)]2,see

on to the natural remedy: more elements, we note that it
zs possibleto remove the requirement that the continuous

for both•N and qtN - yieldingCO onesfor XN - when

[7]. The discretepressures
are allowedto be discontinuous.
gular boundaryvertices(with the numberof elementsabutwith C • elements
ting the vertexk = 1), cf. [22] and [26]. Beforewe pass Remark 4.3 We may be overshooting
pressure(if it is smoothenough)bezero at the cornersof
f• through a slight extension of the present construction.

Proof

Let the pressuresbe augmented by the set of

bilinearfunctions,•v = •x © Q• • Y. Also let
the velocityspacebe augmented
by biquartics,-•N =
•,¾ O [Q412CIX. (•N = A•x and •N = V X

•¾ © y•N.)

it would have sufficed to have continuity of the normal
componentsof the combinedfunctions in XN across interelement boundaries. We do not know if this is possiblefor
general elementswith quasi-optimal approximation properties when we impose the additional constraint that •- - W•

be continuous
acrossOf•i 91Of•j. It is possible,however,
through a similar construction as in Remark ,•.1 for element divisions consisting solely of parallelograms. We

canalsohandlethe compatibility
constraint(30) acrossthe

Then,theL2-orthogonal
decomposition:
two catheresin the standard triangle, which may sufficefor

Vq • YN,•q• • YN,q2 • Q• : q = q• + q2, holdsas
many divisions.
(q•,q2) = (A.ff;•,q2)= -(X71b•,•7q2)+< c9•/c9n,q2 >=
(t)•,Aq2)- < .•,Oq2/On >= 0. By resultsin [26], [25], We state next the main result in this subsectionfor no-slip

[22],thereholdsthe divergence-stability:
¾q2G Q1,•u2 G
[Q412
c•X' div u2 = q2and Ilu2llx_<CIIq211v
with C inde-

b.c.

pendent of p. Actually, bicubics would suffice due to the

Proposition

4.2 This mixed methodis well-posedand the
estimates hold:

stabilityof ([•212c1X, QocIY). The alreadyestablishedfollowing error
divergence-stability
of the pair (XN, YN) yieldssimilarlya

_< Op-llull+,
-< CP-(IlulI++

u• associatedwith q•, and we obtain, with u = u• + u2,
that div u = q and

and
IIPII),

providedP E ?(f•).
Proof

As in Prop. 4.1 noting that Lemma 4.1 holds as

beforefor the new (XN, YN).

es•tabli•shing
combineddivergence-stability
of the pair
(xx, Yx).

[]

[]

For stress-freeb.c. we may redefine (I)N and •I/N:

Corollary4.2 Let•)N = •N = Sp+• F1Ho
• (fl). Then,

In this manner, it is possibleto give optimal convergence this mixedmethodis well-posedand thefollowing error esrate results also for pressures not subject to corner contimates hold:
straints, for P & H • with s > 1 directly applying the

aboveandfor P • H • with s • (0, 1) by first modifyingP

nearthecorners.
Now•N • [H•]2.
We note that we could just as well have used harmonic

Ilu- ullx
_< cp-llull+x,
lip- P11¾ <- CP-(IlulI+

and
+ IIPII0.

q9.'sthen needingto cookup corresponding
velocities(why

Remark 4.4 We conjecturethat, for no-slip b.c., it is still

not gradientspluscurlsof A-•q2?), but insteadwe'll go

possibleto avoidthe specialclass?(f•) - and not only by

on to the more natural remedy.

the means mentioned in Remarks 4.1 and 4.2. It might
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be possiblenow to approximate quasi-optimally by using
solutions to Poisson problems with homogeneousCauchy
data on the boundaryF in the elements abutting F, which
are chosento preclude the existenceof singular boundary
vertices. This is merely a conjecture.

[8] R.

Falk

and J. Osborn.

Error

estimates

95

for mixed

methods. RAIRO, Modetisation Math. Anal. Numer.,
14:249-277, 1980.

[9] S. Garcia and S. Jensen. The p version of mixed finite element methodsfor parabolic problems. RAIRO,

Remark 4.5 We have actually not taken advantageof the
freedom in selecting •N • krN, allowing for some inter-

M•AN, 1993. Submitted.

V. Girault and P.-A. Raviart.
Finite Element Methestingpossibilities(de-emphasizing
pressureapproximation [10]
odsfor Navier-StokesEquations,volume 5 of Compufor example).

tational Mathematics. Springer, 1986.

Elements
withone
curved
side
coinciding
withFin
are,
once[11]P.
more,proposed
to be takencareof asdescribed
[9].
Finally,we referto [29],[28],[27],[21],and [24]among

Grisvard. Elliptic Problems in Nonsmooth Domains. Pitman, 1985.

others
fortreatments
of C• increasing
degree
finiteele- [12]P. Grisvard.

Singularities in Boundary Value Problems, volume 22 of ResearchNotes in Applied Mathematics. Masson, 1992.

ments.
ß

5

Concluding

remarks

[13]W.

Han and S. Jensen. On the sharpnessof certain

dualityestimates
of H•-projections
ontosubspaces
of
A number of very interesting open questionsimmediately
present themselves. The main one is probably how well
suchmethods would perform in practice. In a joint project

piecewisepolynomials as dependent on the degree.
Math. Comp., January 1995.

with Tad Janikof University
of Alabamain Huntsville
we

[14]S. Jensen. An H• interpolation result. SIAM J.
Math. Anal., 22:785-791, 1991.

hope to addressthese issues.

[15] S. Jensen. On computing the pressureby the p version of the finite element method for Stokesproblem.
Numer. Math., 59:581-601, 1991.
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